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Homily for 25th Sunday Ordinary Time 2022 Two Paths: True Love or Fake Love 

 

Remember the last time you did a fire drill? Maybe it was recent when school started or 

maybe it was years ago. The point of a fire drill is that the whole school knows what to 

do to get everyone out as quickly and safely as possible in an emergency. We did a fire 

drill with the Summer Religious education. And they did a great job walking out, single 

file, so that we all gathered safely together outside the building. The idea is that we will 

act in the same organized, calm manner if there was an actual emergency.  

How would everyone react when the fire alarm sounded without training? Would 

people would run to the door, pushing past others to be the first one out, regardless if 

anyone else was safe? Isn’t that what we see on the parkway sometimes when an 

accident happens, everyone trying to zip past others.  

What I am getting at, is that we train ourselves in the way will react to circumstances. 

We can react with Christian love and caring for others so that “everyone gets out safely” 

together, or we can train ourselves to react in a “Me first and I don’t care what happens 

to you” kind of way. That is part of our Christian upbringing. We react to life 

circumstances with love. 

And this applies not just in an emergency, it applies in how we live our everyday life. Are 

we running the “Rat Race.”  Websters dictionary defines the rat race as a mad scramble 

to survive. Is that how we live? Like rats, climbing over one another to get to the top?  

Another phrase is “it’s a Dog-eat-dog world.” It that how we want to live, “dog eat dog”? 

Is that what we are - animals? Do we treat each other like animals? 

Of course, domesticated animals like our pets, can be loving. They become friends or 

one of the family. But wild animals, just survive. I remember one day being on retreat by 

the ocean, in a prayerful, meditative moment, gazing at the sunrise. At that moment a 

Crow landed on the grass, with something in its beak. It was a baby bird that it stole 

from a nest. The ferocity of the animal survival instinct, shook me out of that prayerful 

state. 

But that’s what wild animals do – they scramble to survive. Everyone for themselves. 
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Now we are humans. We are classified in the “animal kingdom” of living things, but we 

are “rational animals.” And we have a unique human soul, created individually by God. 

We humans are much more. Capable of much more.  

We are capable of truly amazing things: physically, intellectually, we can invent and 

create wonderful things, awesome machines, and inspiring works of art. But our most 

amazing quality as humans is love. Our capacity to love one another is amazing, 

especially when we are willing to sacrifice ourselves for the good of others. I don’t think 

we can reach a higher state of being than that of sacrificial love. A love that imitates 

how God loves. How Jesus loves us. 

It is the exact opposite of the rat race and dog eat dog. We put others first – our friend, 

our children, our nation. Even if it means we suffer.  

It is our choice of how we react to life situations. Do we react like wild animals – a mad 

scramble to survive, or do we act in the way in which we humas are capable? 

Each day, each action, helps define ourselves. We train ourselves through repeated 

actions, which build habits. Habits of virtue or habits of vice.  

It depends on which path we take:  

- the path of loving like God loves 

- or the path of fake love 

The path of God's love is based in truth, beauty, goodness, harmony, peace. Putting 

others before self. The path of Fake love is based in self before others. As long as I get 

mine. I might help others if it serves me or makes me look/feel good. Put when push 

comes to shove, I will climb over others to get on top. 

 

We see examples of the rat race in the readings today. The first reading shows people 

cheating others. They have scales set up to measure grain and wheat like at the 

supermarket. But they use fake weights. They cheat the poor so they can get richer. 

Jesus tells us the parable of the dishonest steward. Let’s call him “Stew.” A steward is a 

person put in charge of large estate, an administrator of finances and property. Stew 

has been cheating and he got caught. His boss fires him. But before the Stew leaves, he 

plans to make some deals, so that he can get another job. So, he cheats his master some 
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more, by writing off some debt. One guy owes $100 of olive oil. He reduces the bill to 

$50. Another owes $100 of wheat. He reduces the bill to $80. 

Stew acts in a way that will help him continue in the business, although he is dishonest. 

Stew is commended for his “prudent” actions, meaning he worked the situation to his 

advantage. 

But Jesus compares what works for Stew, with how things work in Heaven. And Jesus 

gives us a principle we should pay attention to: 

“The person who is trustworthy in very small matters is also trustworthy in great ones; 

and the person who is dishonest in very small matters is also dishonest in great ones.”  

How we act in day-to-day small things, matters. We build habits of being trustworthy or 

habits of being dishonest that become how we will react in more important things. 

This gets back to the two paths: being truly human or running the rat race; practicing a 

true, God-like love or a fake love. Jesus says we cannot do both. Choose your path. 

Being Church means to choose the path to be truly human and to strive to love like God 

loves. 

 

(For Confirmation class:) 

[A good example of these two paths is how we approach service hours. What are they 

for? To check a box on a form? To Get into national honor society? To look good on 

college application? 

Service hours from a Catholic point of view, show us that our Catholic faith is a 

LIFESTYLE, that's really what "religion" means. Religion is not rules as everyone says. 

Religion is about how do I live a life that honors my God, that shows gratitude to God, 

that gives glory to God!  

And to practice our Religion, that's what we learn in Religious Education, to practice our 

religion is a battle. It’s a battle between running the “rat race” and leading a life of 

Christian service. 

As Christians, serving others and doing charity to the poor and needy, that is just what 

we do. It’s how we show gratitude to God for all we are given. We are to demonstrate 

our love of neighbor by not just being concerned that I have what I need, but we expand 
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our hearts to care about if other people have what they need. And we know some 

people in the neighboring towns struggle to get enough food, shelter, clothing, 

education. Some people have of poverty of love and friendship. Like that kid at school 

no one talks to. Charity might be just sitting with them at lunch. It takes Courage. It 

takes Right Judgement. 

Perhaps as we start this school year, we can contemplate this: How will you honor the 

Lord? Will you practice a true love of God and love of neighbor? Or will you practice a 

fake love of “me first!” 

Will you learn a lifestyle from service hours or just fill a box on your college resume? 

It's up to you. That’s what it means to be truly human. That's what being part of the 

Church means. And that's what preparing for Confirmation means: 

I choose to live a lifestyle that honors God and loves like God!] 


